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Abst rac t - -Here  are studied, in terms of fuzzy high approximation to the unit, several basic 
sequences of fuzzy wavelet ype operators and fuzzy neural network operators. These operators are 
fuzzy analogs of earlier studied real ones. The produced results generalize arlier real ones into 
the fuzzy setting. Here, the high-order fuzzy pointwise convergence with rates to the fuzzy unit 
operator is established through fuzzy inequalities involving the fuzzy modulus of continuity of the 
Nth-order (N _> 1) H-fuzzy derivative of the engaged fuzzy number valued function. At the end, 
we present a related Lp result for fuzzy neural network operators. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We need the following results. They  mot ivate  our work and we general ize them into the fuzzy 
sett ing. Theorems 1-4 deal wi th wavelet type operators.  
THEOREM 1. (See [1,2].) Let  f E cN  (R), N >_ 1, x E R, and k E Z. Let ~o be a bounded function 
oo  of compact support C_ [-a,a], a > O, such that ~j=-oo qo(x - j) = 1, all x E •. Suppose ~o > O. 
Put 
(Bk (:)) (~) := ~ : : (2k~ - 3). (1) 
j~-oG 
Then, 
o, : ( a) 
l(sk (:)) (x) - : (x)l < ~ i! 2k~ + 2k--;~N.W"l :<N/~ , 
i=1 
which is atta /ned by constant function. 
THEOREM 2. (See [1,2].) We assume the same assumptions as in Theorem 1. 
suppose that  qo is Lebesgue rneasurable (then, f~-+~o qo(x) dx = 1). Define 
~okj (x) := 2k/2~o (2kx -- j ) ,  all k, j e Z, 
/; (/, qokj) := f (t) :kj (t) dr, 
oo  
(2) 
Additionally, 
(3) 
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and 
Then, it holds 
(Ak (f)) (x) := i <f' ~kj)~k~ (x) 
j~oo  
= E f ~-# ~o(u-j)  du V(2~x-j) .  
j~oo  
(4) 
N ]f(~)(X)l a~ 2~ a 
i(Ak (f))(x) - f (x)l < E '  i~  2~(k-l) ÷ N,2~ wl (f(/v), 2_~_i) ' 
i~ I  
which is attained by constants. 
THEOREM 3. (See [1,2].) We assume the same assumptions as in Theorem i. Define 
G (f) (~) := ~ .y~j (f) ~ (~.~ - j) 
j -~ - -  oo  
:= f (t) dt ~, (2% - j )  . 
j=-~o J2-~J 
That is, 
2k 'f2-k(J+l) J2 ~02-~ ( ) 2#j ~Yky (f) := [ -k j  f (t) dt = 2 k f t ÷ dt. 
Then, (x C R, k E Z) 
N If(i)(x)i(a+1)~ (a+l) N ( a+! )  
](Ck(f))(z)-f(x)l_ ~ i'2 k/ ÷ 2kNN_.___._...Tw 1 I(N), 2 ~ , 
i=1  " 
which is attained by constants. 
THEOR.EM 4. 
xeR), 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(s) 
(See [1,2].) We assume the same assumptions as in Theorem 1. Define (k,j e Z, 
oo 
(Dkf)(x) := E 5kj(f)~(2kx--j), (9) 
j~--oo 
where 
~kj (/):= ~ ~ /  ~ + ~ , 
n e N, w~ > O, ~-]r~__o w~ --= 1. Then, 
N rf.>(x)f (a+l ) ,  
I (Dkf) (x) - f (x)t<_E'  i! 2 k~ 
i=1 
which is attained by constants. 
EXAMPLE. The following are examples of T. 
(i) This equation is an example of the characteristic function. 
~°(x):-=X[-1/2'l/2)(x)~ { 1'0, elsewhere.XC [ -~ '1)
(1o) 
- - +  (a + I)N # (a~ i)_) 
2kNN~W I I(N), , (11) 
(12) 
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(ii) This equation is an example of the hat function. 
l -x ,  0<x<l  
~o(x):= l+x ,  - l<x<0 
0, elsewhere. 
(13) 
The next in this section come from [1,3,4]. 
Here, we consider functions f:  R --~ ]R that are continuous. 
We mention the pointwise convergence with rates over the real line, to the unit operator, of 
the univariate Cardaliaguet-Euvrard neural network operators (see [1,3,4]), 
n 2 
(Fn(f))(x):=fn(x):= E f (k /n ) .b (n l -a  ( i n  a • x -~) ) ,  (14) 
k : - -n  2 
where 0 < c~ < 1 and x E ]R, n E N, I := fT_ T b(t)dr. 
Denote by [.], the integral part of a number and by V'7, its ceiling. Set b* := b(0), the 
maximum of b(x), which is a centered bell-shaped function, of compact support [ -T ,  T], T > 0, 
see [5, Definition 4.1]. 
We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let x E R, T > O, and n C N, such that n > max(T+ [xl, r-x/~). Let f E cN(R) ,  
N E N, such that f(g) is a uniformly continuous function. Then, 
[nx+Tn a] 
f (k/n) 
If~ (x) - f (x)I = 
Z"  n ~ k= [nx-Tn~] 
[nx+Tn a] 
<-- I: (x)I. Z 
k= [nx -Tn  ~ 
+-[ 
+wl(f(N',nlr_c~) 
- -  . b (nl-~ . (x - k ) ) - f (x) 
1 1 
j=l nJ(1-~) "j! 
N! .nN(1-~)  "-]-" 2T+~ . 
(15) 
Let S be a squashing function of compact support [ -T ,  T], T > 0, see [5, Definition 4.2]. Let 
f:  IR --* R be continuous. Assume that 
/ :  I* := S (t) dt > O. 
T 
For x E R, we define the "univariate squashing neural network operator" (see [1,3,4]), 
~2 
:-- z :,.o, ( . :  x _ , ,0, 
k=--~2 
0 < c~ < 1, and n C N: n > max(T + [xl, T-1/~). It is easy to see that 
[nx-I-Tn ~ ] 
(Gn(f))(x)= E f (k /n ) ' s (n l -~  ° • x -~) ) .  (17) 
k=[nx-Tn  ~ ] 
Here,  we  ment ion  the po intwise  convergence  w i th  rates of (G~( f ) ) (x )  -~ f(x), as n -~ +co ,  
xC~.  
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THEOREM 6. Let z E I[$,  T > 0, and n E N,  such that n > max(T+ /rc/, T-lja).  Let f E -@(IR),
N E PI,  such that fcN) is a uniformly continuous function. Then,
[TbZ+T?he]
N If(j)  (x)1  . Tjcj=l j! . ,m-4
( kx - -  - 1n >>  (
+W (fcN),  -&)  . N, ~;(l-a)  . F . 2T  + L\ .. . nQl
In this article, we study the same operators Bk, Ah, ck,  Dk,  F,, G,, k  E z, n E N, respectively,
when they act on fuzzy real number valued functions, proving their high-order approximation to
the unit operator. So, according to the context, one can understand, clearly, when these operators
are applied to real valued functions, and when they are applied to fuzzy real valued functions.
In this paper, for most of the basic definitions, notations, concepts and background, we fol-
low [5,6].
REMARK 1.
(i) Here, Cu(R) denotes the uniformly continuous functions from R into R. If f E C~(R),
then, &’  E Cu(lR),  Vr  E [O,l]. Also, one has wi(ft), 6) < foe, for any 6 > 0.
(ii) If f:  Iw -+ RF  is fuzzy continuous, then, ff’:  B -+ R are continuous, ‘dr E [0, 11.
NOTE. Let j E CN(R,&),  N 2 1. Then, by [6, Theorem 81, we have &“’ E CN(W),  for
any r E [O,l].
DEFINITION 1. Denote by Cj?-‘(R)  := (f:  R + E&r  /,  such that  all fuzzy derivatives f(Q:  Iw -+ RF,
i = O,l,... , N exist and are fuzzy continuous, furthermore, f cN)  is fuzzy uniformly continuous
from R into RF}, N 2 1.
2. MAIN RESULTS
We present our frrst  main result.
THEOREM 7. Let f E C'~"(iI%),  N 2 1, x E R and lc E Z. Let the scaling function p(x)  be
a real valued bounded function with supp p(x)  5 [-+,a],  0 < a < +co, V(Z)  2 0, such that
c,“=-,  cp(x  - 3 z 1 on R. Consider the fuzzy wavelet  type operator,
(Bkf)  (x)  := F*  f  (&)  0  ‘p  @‘a:  -  j)
j=-cm
(19)
Then,
N D (f@’  (z)  ,G)  ai
D((hf)(x)>f(x))  SC  i!
aN
yz+ --yp  (f(N),  g> .2kNNl
( 2 0 )
i=l
As k  + +m,  we get ~i~‘)(f(~), ~/2~)  ---f 0 and D((Bkf)(x),  f(x)) -+ 0, i.e., limk++m  Bkj” = -f,
pointwise with rates.
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PROOF. Since ~ is of compact support, (19) is a finite sum. Thus, for r E [0, 1] we have 
[(B~f) Ix/] ~-- ~ ) (~) ]~ J=-~ ~o (2kx - j) 
That is, 
B ~,(r) = Bk (f(,r)) Vr C [0,1] (21) k J ) =l= , • 
We observe by [5, Section 2] that 
D((Bt:f) (x ) , f  (x ) )= sup max { (Bkf) (r) (x)- f(~) (x) , (Bkf)~) (x)- f(+r)(x) } 
re[O,1] 
(21) sup max{ (Bk(f(_r)))(x)--f(r)(x),l(~(~*~'))(~)--S*~(x~ }. 
re[0,1] 
At this point, we notice [6, Theorem 8] that, for any r E [0, 1], the real function f(r) E cN(]~) 
and (f(~))(N) C Cu(R). Therefore, we can apply (2) of Theorem 1 to obtain 
D ( (Bkf) (x) , f (x))<_ ~e[0,1]sup max ( (~.i=l (f(_") (x))i! 
(i i=a i! 2 ki 
(i) 
2~i + 2~---y~N.W w ) , 
(i oi (by [6, (33)]) sup max (~) 
~[o,1] ~--1 i! 2 m 
< ~=I ~ ~e[o,l] 
sup max wl f(N) (r) a ) (r) a + 2kNN] ~[o,1] , ,wl , 
N a 
= a~ (f(i) ,5) aNw~:')(f(N),~-~) (by [6, (25),(~)D ~ ~D (x) + ~ 
i=l 
We have established (20). 
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We continue with ~he following gheorem. 
THEOREM 8. Let f ~ C~m~(]~) CGCb(IK, Ru~), N >_ 1, x ~ R, and k ~ Z. Let the scaling 
function, qo(x), be a real valued ftmction with supp ~o(x) C_ I-a, a], 0 < a < +oo, and ~ be 
o~ oo  
oon~i~o~s o~ {-~, ~1, ~(~) > 0, ~uch ~h~t E~=-~ ~(~ - J) = ~ on ~ (~e~,  f2~ ~(~) dz = ~). 
Define 
~o~9. ( t ) := 2k/2~o (2~t - j ) ,  for k, j ~ Z, 
(f, ~Ok@ := (FR) f(J+~)/~ f (t) ~ y)~j (t) dt, 
J (d-~)/~ 
(22) 
(~) 
and the fuzzy wavelet ype operator, 
oo * 
(Akf) (x) := ~ (f,~kj> ® ~d (x), 
j~ - -oo  
Then, 
N 
D( (Ak f ) (x ) , f (x ) )  <E D(f (~)(x) '5)  ai 
- i! 2i(k-l) 
i=1  
+ Nl2N(k-1) 1 \~ ,2k-1] ' 
(25) 
As k --* +0% we get l i rn~+oo Akf  = f,  pointwise with rates in the D-metric. 
PaOOF. Since ~ is of compact support, (24) is a finite sum. For any r E [0, 1], by [6, Theorem 7 
and Lemma 2], we  notice that 
[(f, Fki}] ~ ( f  (t) m Pkj (t)) (~) dr, [ ( f  (t) ® Vkj (t))~) dt 
,s (j-~)/2~ 
= (f  (t)) (~) ~k3 (t) dt, ( f  (t))~) ~kj (t) dt . 
L d (j-~)/2 k J (j-~)/2 k 
We observe that 
[(Akf) (x)] ~ ---- 
j~ - -Oo  
{(f, ~kj)] ~ ~kj (~) 
ry  y ] ( f  (t)))) ~j  (t) dt, (f  (t))~) ~kj (t) dt ~kj (x) 
L d (J-a) /2 ~, d (j-a) /2 ~¢ 
) = (f  (t))(_ r) ~okj (t) dt P~d (x), 
j=_~ \JO-~)/'2 k 
(f  (t))~) TkS (t) dt ~kj (x) 
j=-cc \a(j-a)/2~ 
That  is, we  prove that 
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We observe from [5, Section 2] that 
"I(A~:l(~),:(~)l-- su~ max{ (.~:IL'>(~)-:(_'>(~), (A~S)V(~)-/+'>(~I } 
.e[o,1] 
re[0,1] 
Here, by [6, Theorem 8], for any r E [0, 1] f(~) E cN(R)  and (f(~))(N) E Cu(R). Hence, by 
applying (5) of Theorem 2, we get 
(:" ILo~ 
D ((Akf) (x), f (x)) < sup max i! 2i(k-l) 
r6[O,1] i=1 
+ N!2N(k_I ) wl f(~)) ,2k -_1  
. a" " /)} 
~=1 i! --2i(k-l) + N!2N(k-1) wl f3~)) (N) ' 2 ~-1 
/(~ (~-">">/~" °' 
(by [8, (a3)]) sup max i! 2i(k-l) 
rE[0,1] t i=1 
4 N!2N(k_I )a;1 f(N) (~) a , 2~-_1 
I i' ~/(,~--1)-i- NI~N(k_I)~O1 f;N)) (r) a 
i=1  - -  " ' 2k--- 1 
(by [6, (29)]) ~ a i sup max ~l(f(_ i) (x)) (r) (f}~) (r)) 
i=1 /'2/-~'--1)'rC[0,1] I. I (X)) 
aN { ((f(N))(~) a ) 
+ NI2N(k_I ) sup max wl ,2k-_ 1 , 
• rE[O,1] 
:,a)) 
~-~g a' D( f (O(x ) ,5 )+ a N ,(-~>(:(N) a "~ (by [6, (24),(25)]) 
ii2i(k_l) N[2N(k_I) ~1 \ J  ,2k-1 ) • i=l 
We have proven (25). II 
Next, we give the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9. All assumptions here are as in Theorem 7. For k E Z, x E IR, we define the fuzzy 
wavelet ype operator, 
/o'-< (Ckf) (x) := E*  2k ®(FR) f t+  dt m - j~ - -O0  
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Then, 
D (f(i) (x),5) (a+ !)' 
D ((Ckf) (x), f (x)) << i! 2 ki 
i=1  
As k -+ +0% we get iimk-++c~ Ckf = f,  pointwise with rates in the D-metric. 
PROOF. Since ~o is of compact support, (27) is a finite sum. So, for r E [0, 1], we see 
[ (ck f )  (x)] ~ = 
r 
j~--O0 
= f ( t )  dt ~(2kx- j )  
j=--oo J2-kJ 
j=--oo J2-kJ J2-kJ 
~_, 2 k f 2-~°+~) (f)~2) (t) dt ~ (2% - j) 
j=-oo J2-kJ 
That is, for any r E [0,1], we proved that 
(29) 
Then, by [5, Section 2], 
D((",:)(-) :(-)I-- sup m~x { ((~,:)(.~>~>- ::~> (,)((:,:)(.>>~:>- :? (,> } 
~e[0,:] 
rE [0 ,1 ]  ~ i 
Again, by [6, Theorem 8], for any r e [0, 1], the real functions f(~) e CN(R) and (f(~))(N) E 
Cu (R). Hence, by (8) of Theorem 3, we get 
D ((Ckf) (x), f (x)) <_ sup max{(  ,a+,, 
re[o,:] i=: i! 2 k~ 
2kgN ! f(ff) , 2 ~ ' 
, 2k 
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(by [6, (33)]) 
re[0,1] i=1 i! 2 ki 
2kN N----------TWl , -- , 
(~-~ (f~)(x)) (~) (a+l)i (a+l) N ((f(+N)) (~) 2k 
i=l i! 2 k------T- + ~ Wl , a + 1)  
(by [6' (29)]) ~"~ (a-I-1)i sup max{ ( ) t' ( f~)  } < fi,) (x) (') )(~) (') 
- i!2ki r6[0,1] i= l  
+ (a+l)N sup max{wl((f;N)) (r) a+l.) 
2kNN[ ,e[o,l] ' 2k ' 
Wl ( ( f(N) ) (r) a..~+ l"~ "~ 
' 2k / j  
N 
(by [6, (25),(26)]) E (a -~- 1)' D (f(,) (x) , 5) + - -  
i!2 k~ 
i----I 
(a + 1)Nw~) ( a+l) 
2kNN! f(N), 2 k . 
That proves (28). I 
The last fuzzy wavelet ype result follows. 
THEOREM 10. All assumptions here are as in Theorem 7. For k 6 Z, x E R, we define the fuzzy 
wavelet type operator 
(Dkf) (x) := ~* 5kj (f) ®~ (2kx-- j ) ,  (30) 
where 
5k J (S ) :=E weQf  ~+~n ' neN,  w~>O, Ewe=l .  (31) 
~=0 ~=0 
Then, 
N D (f (i) (x),5) (a + 1) i
D ((Dkf) (x), f (x)) <_ E i! 2 ki 
i=1 
(a +_ 1)N.w(~-) ( a+l) 
- -  + 2kNN! 1 S (N), 2 k " (32) 
As k --~ +o% we get limk__.+~ Dkf = f, pointwise with rates in the D-metric. 
PROOF. Since ~ is of compact support, (30) is a finite sum. So, for r E [0, 1], we see 
[(DkS) (x)]" = Z [~kj (S)]" ~ (2kx- j) 
= E we S ~-g+2-~-£n , S ~'+2--~n ~(2 'z - j )  
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j=-o~ 
: [(-, ( z0 )  
That is, we prove that 
(Dkf)~ ")=Dk(f;~)), Vre[0,1] .  
Next, we see by [5, Section 2] that 
D ((Dkf) (z), f (x)) = sup max { ((Dkf) (x))(_ r ) - fZ  ) (x) , ((Dkf) (x))~)-f(+r) (x) } 
rE[0,1] 
(33) 
(33) 
sup max{ (Dk(f(~)))(x)-f(_r)(x),l(Dk(f(+r)))(x)-f(+r)(x)}. 
re[0,1] 
Using (11) of Theorem 4 and acting as in the proof of Theorem 9, we obtain (32). | 
In the next, let b be a bell-shaped function as in [5, Definition 4.1]. Let f E C(R,R~=). We 
define the fuzzy univariate Cardaliaguet-Euvrard neural network operators by 
(Fn (f))(x) :-- E*  f ~) in s , 
k=--n 2 
where 0 < a < 1 and x E R, n E N. Since b is of compact support, [-T,T], T > 0, we obtain 
[nx+Tn~] (k )  b (n l -~(x -k /n ) )  
f o 
k= [nx-Tn ~ ] Ins  
(35) 
for nkT+lx [ .  
We present he fuzzy pointwise convergence with rates to the unit of operators Fn. 
THEOREM 11. Let x E ~, T > O, n E N, such that n >_ max(T+ [xl, T-U~). Let f E cNU(N), 
N ___ 1. Then, 
[nx~ n~] b (n 1-a (x - k /n ) )  1 
D((F~( f ) ) (x ) , f (x ) )<_D( f (x ) ,5 ) .  __  in ~ - 
k= [nx-Tn a ] 
2T + D (x), 5) 
+T  
' n 1-c~ N!nN(l-a) I 2T + , 
where b* := b(0). 
By [1, Lemma 2.1, p. 64], we have 
[nx+Tn ~] 
lim E b (n 1-'~ (x - k/n)) 
n--~+oc In  a 
k=[nx-Tn ~ ] 
=1,  xER.  
Since f(N) e C U (R), we get that 
lim w~J~)(f (iv) T ) 
n--++oo , n l _c  z ~- 0. 
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Consequently, from (36), as n --* +oo, we obtain 
D ((Fn (f))  (x) ,  f (x)) ~ O, x • R. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 11. Notice that (35) is a finite sum. Thus, 
[(F~ (f))(~)]" = 
[nzTTn ~] 
k= [nx- Tn°' ] 
[nx+Tn '~] 
k= [nz-Tn"] ~-nnff 
t--+,'~°1 (~l-._(xzk/,~))] 
k=[nx-Tn ~] 
: 
That is, for any r • [0, 1], we have 
(37) 
Next, we observe from [5, Section 2] that 
D((Fnf )  (x ) , f  (x) )= sup max { ( (F~f) (x) )  0")- f (~)(x) ,  ((F~f)(x))(+ ~')- f(+~)(x) } 
~e[0,:] 
(3:) sup max { F, (f(,9)(x)- f(')(x), F• (f(+')) - f(+')(x) }. 
.~[0,11 
cNU []D ) Since f e .r v~'), we have, for any r e [0, 1], that f(,r) e cN(N) and (f(~))(N) • Cu(R). 
Therefore, we can apply (15) of Theorem 5 to obtain, 
( [~x+Tn°] (nl-~ 1 
D ((F,~f) (x), f (x)) < sup max f ? )  (x) • E b (x - k /n))  _ 
, ~e[o,:] k=[nz-Tn~'] InC" 
' n 1-'~ " N!nY( l -a )  I 2T + , 
[~+T~] (nl -"  1 s?)(~) Z b (x-k/~)) 
k= [nx--Tn ~] InS 
"~ j=l nJ(1-a)J! 
..~.Wl ((f(+r)l(N),n f~-aT ) Sin N(1-°OT N b* 2T~-~)  } 
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( I [.=~n~] b(nl_~(x_kln) ) 1 (by [6, (33)]) sup max f ( r )  (X) - 
r~[o,1] k=[~-:r~] InS 
+ --ff j=l nJ(1-~)J! 
hi"- a 
N!nN(1-~) I 
[nx+Tn~] (nl-a I b (x -  k/~)) -1  
In s 
k= Fnz-Tn'~'l 
+ j=l nJ(1-~)J! 
' n 7-~ N!nN(1-~) I 2T + 
(bY[S'(29)D (sup  max{f ( r ) (x )  , f(+")(x)} ) < 
Ve[O,l] 
C~+T~°I (n 1-~ (x 1 E b -~))  _ 
_fn a 
k= [nx -Tn~ 
+)~(2T+l ){~(sup  max{ (f(:)) (~) (x) , 
j=l \~e[o,l] 
Jo) \re[o,1] , , wl , ny2_a 
N[n(N(I_,~ ) -~, 2T + 
[nx+Tn~] (nl-a 1 
k= [nx-Tn ~] 
+7" i=l 
That proves (36). | 
In the following, let S be a squashing function as in [5, Definition 4.2]. Clearly, max S(x) = 
S(T), x • I-T, T]. Assume that I* := fT  T S(t) dt > 0. Let f e C(IR, Nj:). We define the fuzzy 
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univariate squashing neural network operators by 
(f)) (x) : :  f ® Z*n  ' 
k=--r~2 
(38) 
x E N, 0 < a < 1, and n E N: n >_ max(T+ Ixl,T-1/a). It is easy to see that 
[nz+Tn~] (~)  S(nl-a(x-k/n))i.n ~ 
(an (f)) (x) = E* f e 
k= [nx -Tn"  1 
(39)  
We present he fuzzy pointwise convergence with rates to the unit of operators Gn. 
_ CNurR ~ THEOREM 12. Let x E R, T > 0, n E N, such that n > max(T+ IxI,T-1/~). Let f E ~= t :, 
N >_ 1. Then, 
[~+Tn'] S (n 1-~ (x - k/n)) 1 
D ((Gn (f)) (x), f (x)) < D (f (x), 5). E I ' n "  - 
k= [n~-Tn~l 
~-~ 2T + (x), rpO-~)j! 
j= l  
nl_a N!ng(l_a ) i~  2T + . 
(40) 
By [5, Lemma 2.2, p. 79], we have 
[nx+T'~] S (n 1-~ (x-- k/n)) 
lim E i .n~ = 1, x E R. 
k= rnx - TnC* ]
Since f(N) E cU(N), we get that 
lim w!~)( f  (N) T )  
n---*+oo ~ , n l _c  ~ - -  O. 
Consequently, from (40), as n --* +ec, we obtain D((G~(f))(x),f(x)) ~ O, x E ~. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 12. Notice that (39) is a finite sum. Then, one finds easily that 
(41) 
for all r E [0, 1]. 
Next, we see again by [5, Section 2] that 
D ( (a~f ) (x ) ,  f (x ) )= sup max { ((G~f)(x))(_ ~) -  f(ff)(x) , ((anf)(x))(+ ~) -  f(+~)(x) } 
re[0,1] 
(41) sup max{ (Gn( fL r ) ) ) (X) - - fL r ) (x ) ,  (Gn( f ( r ) ) ) (x ) - - f L r ) (x )} .  
,-~[o,11 
Then, the proof follows like in the proof of Theorem 11. We make use of (18) of Theorem 6 
for f(~). Again, we use, in order, [6, (33),(29),(26), and (25)] and, finally, produce (40). I 
Finally, we give the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 1. (to Theorem 11). Let b(x) be a centered bell-shaped continuous function on R 
of compact support [-T, T], T > O. Let x 6 I -T*,  T*], T* > 0, and n E N, such that 
n >_ max (T + T*,T-1/a) , 0<a<l ,  
Consider p >_ I. Then, we obtain 
lID ((Fn (f)) (x) , f (X))Iip,[_T. T. ] < OlD (f  (x), 5)ll~,[_T. T.I) 
. b - _ : 
In a 
+7 D (x), p,t-T-,-1 
4_W~2:) {f(N) T__~.TN2UPT'I/P b" (2T+_~)  
\ n 1-a J N!n N(1-a) [ 
(42) 
From inequality (42), as n -~ +cxD, we obtain the Lp-fuzzy convergence of Fn(f) to f with rates. 
PROOF. Since f is fuzzy continuous on [-T*,  T*], it is fuzzy bounded there (see [7, Lemma 2]), 
therefore, 
lid (f (x),5)llc~,[_T.,r. 1 < +c~. 
So, f rom Theorem Ii, we  have that 
D ((F~ (f)) (x ) , f  (x)) _< lID (f  (x), D)tI~,[_T.,T. ] 
[nx+Tn ~] 
I n  n 
k= [nx-Tn a] 
N]ng(1-~) I 
(43) 
Now, inequality (42) comes by integration of (43) and the properties of Lp norm. As in [5, p. 75], 
using the bounded convergence theorem, we get that 
[nz~ n°] b (n :-~ (x - k/n)) i p,[-T*,r*l | iim -- = 0. 
n--~+c~ k=[ nx-Tn~ ] fn  c~ 
NOTE. Theorems 11, 12, and Corollary 1 simplify and improve the author's earlier corresponding 
results in [7], namely, from there, see Theorems 3, 5, and Corollary 2, respectively. 
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